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1. Remarks
Note the positions of the T5 and T4  in the score and in the set-up illustrated 
above.
Note the dubble function of the B3, B4 and B5. B4 can be either the lowest 
bass in choir II or the lowest bass in choir III.

The set-up illustrated above must be followed in order for the music to be 
heard optimally by the audience (the rotations of sound and the various groups). (the rotations of sound and the various groups). (the rotations of sound and the various
This means that the performance requires a wide stage or performance space. 
If the choir were to stretch out in a single line, the distance from S1 to S6 
would be at least 16 metres. A slightly curved line (see illustration) is ideal. 
Should the choir stand in a semicircle, the distance between S1 and S6 would
be approximately 8.5 m. Such a formation is less than ideal, because the 
outside singers would then sing more towards the centre of the circle, rather 
than in the direction of the audience. The stage must therefore be a mini-
mum of 8.5 m wide and ideally at least 16 m wide.

In the fi ve songs, the soloists may step forward slightly and stand alongside 
one another.

The conductor should position himself in such a way that the performers 
sing as much in the direction of the audience as possible. This is particularly 
crucial for the soft whispering, intonated or voiceless noises.

2. Vocal characteristics
Choir I consists of ‘tutti’ singers. The sopranos can be subdivided into two 
groups: S1 and S2 (the higher voices from which S1 is a high soprano) and 
S3 and S4 (slightly lower sopranos). S5 is a soloist and should have a good 
low register as well as a good high register.good high register.good high register  The altos may be mezzo-sopranos, 
but A3 should have quite a good low register. T3 is a high tenor, T2 and T5 
may be ‘lower’ than T1 and T4. A few ‘basses’ may have voices approaching 
a baritone range, but B4 must be a true ‘low bass’ and B3 fl exible baritone. 
B2 and B5 reach briefl y to low E. Choir II consists of singers accustomed to 
performing as soloists (S5, A4, T3 and B3). Choir III consists of a harmoni-
ous, fl exible quintet.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
1. General remarks

Long vertical arrows clarify the musical structure and 
must receive extra attention.

Gradual transition

Continue/maintain same situation.
idem

Repeat-symbol

niente

2. Pitch
Keys
Fixed pitch.
Exceptionally, voiceless colored noise has been notated 
within the range of these keys, due to lack of space:
 Notes written in this way never have fi xed   
 pitches. See below.

No key: notation of unspecifi ed or relative pitches.

Notation of relative pitch levels in specifi ed registers:
TR (total range), H (high), H/Hm (high/high-mid), Hm/
Lm (high-mid/low-mid), Lm/L (low-mid/low), 
L (low)

Quarter tones
Intonate somewhat (a quarter-tone) higher/lower.

Glissando
Immediately leave the pitch centre. The destination note 
must be reached. (Cf. Duration: ‘Tenuto’)

Try to arrive at the extreme note, singing the next
note on time is more important, however.

Immediately leave the pitch centres. This notation serves 
as orientation for where you are in the glissando. Do not 
stress these pitches, unless accents are indicated.

3. Duration

(‘Tenuto’) The sound ceases at the rest.
Endings of words cease at the rest too! (Not on the rest!)

Short note regardless of the written duration.

Grace notes ‘before the beat’ / ‘on the beat’

Point of respiration within the notated duration
(caesura): do not interrupt the beat of the music.

Short interruption of the music (a ‘frozen’ beat)
Longer interruption of the music (‘freeze’) 

Senza Tempo sections
The effective duration of the notes is not indicated.

5 signs of the conductor (each of them as an orientation 
mark or cue for an attack).

synchronous
asynchronous

Proportional notation (always short sounds regardless
of the written duration)

4. Articulation

Breath accents

Idem, but less sharp

Dynamic level as part of sound rotation. This way you 
always know whether you participate in a rotation of 
sound. 
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(SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS)
5. Hand claps and other sounds using the hands

outstretched (!) fi ngers (fl at)
outstretched (!) palm (fl at)

Starting point
Keep both hands c. 50 cm apart before your body, the 
forearms held up in an angle of c. 45° (see fi gure).

Action
Clap the fl at of the outstretched palms of the hands 
against each other.

Return gradually to the starting point.

Clap the fl at of the outstretched fi ngers against each other.

Clap the fl at of the outstretched fi ngers of the right hand 
over the fl at surface of the outstretched palm and fi ngers 
of the left hand.

Sweep the fl at of the outstretched fi ngers of the right 
hand over the fl at surface of the outstretched palm and 
fi ngers of the left hand.

Finger snapk

USE OF THE VOICE
1. Text 

Only this part of the word (here: “song”) must be executed. 
Use the normal pronunciation. The whole word is no-
tated above the fi rst staff of the score.

A set of phonological segments, always between square 
brackets, pronounced according to the International Pho-
netic Alphabet (IPA).

so_

[er]

a. intonated pitch:

Whistle

Intonated noise. The voiceless airstream produces a 
resonance tone. Meanwhile the articulators (mainly 
lips and tongue) may be coordinated in such a way 
that they shape the noise according to a notated pitch. 
Especially the lips determine the noise and will fi nally 
give its (well known) character that you are ‘nearly 
whistling’.
Its range is the same for women and men:

?q+&e

b. relative pitch levels as a result of articulation of noise:

Voiceless; voice ‘off’: bring the vocal folds together to 
form a narrowed glottis which produces turbulence 
when air passes through it.
Noises: whisper, whisper, whisper consonants, colored breath, clicks.

e.g. voiced [r] :      voiceless [r] :

3. Voiceless

q                 qq                 qq                 qq                 qq                 qq                 qq                 q

qq

qw

qf

2. Voice

Intonated voice; voice ‘on’.

Whispery voice or murmur (‘relaxed voice’). Produce whis-
per (narrowed glottis, see: ‘Voiceless’), add voice with 
very relaxed vibrating vocal folds.

Speaking voice
Sometimes notated on different, relative pitch levels, 
always to be interpreted as ‘normal’ speech, without held 
vowels.

Speech-song. (‘Sprechgesang’)
Sing the notated pitch or a random pitch (if no key is 
indicated) but  intonate always too high or too low, with 
a sharply fl uctuating tone,

e.g. as:
                  
The rhythm must be precisely performed; the tone must 
be held for a short moment but the duration is ‘free’ 
(even if it is exactly notated), i.e. do not sustain the tone 
but let it die away.
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FORM  
The titles indicate only the formal divisions of the work. They are thus not meant
to suggest that a movement called, for instance, a Motet is itself an independent
piece of music. The exception to this are the fi ve songs on texts by M. Vasalis 
and the chorales, however, which are indeed independent works. (The Vijf 
Vasalis-liederen are published separately by Donemus, Amsterdam.) Each of these 
songs can be treated as the harbinger of the subsequent part. There are six parts, as the harbinger of the subsequent part. There are six parts, as the harbinger of the subsequent part. There are six
with a clear pause between Part III and IV. This pause is not intended as an 
interval in the concert but simply as an ‘intermezzo’ in the music. The per-
formers may take time in between parts, for example in order to allow the 
soloists in the songs to return to their places.

REHEARSALS
This summary is intended solely as a suggested guideline in order to become 
quickly acquainted with the score; therefore no numbers or times are stated.
The individual choirs may devote extra rehearsal time to many more places 
than stated here.

Tutti rehearsals
1) Study the phonetic material, using practical exercises. Consult sections 
elsewhere in this preface such as ‘Use of the Voice’, ‘Phonetic Symbols’, 
examples from the score and/or exercises from Catford (see literature list). 
Performers must be able to execute these sounds independent of language 
or text, which means that they must comfortable and conversant with the 
lip and tongue positions required for each sound. Moreover, performers are 
asked to give special attention to the non-pulmonic sounds (closed glottis), 
being aware not to allow these sounds to become a whisper. Practice turning 
the voice ‘on’ and ‘off’ on a sustained vowel, ‘Lateral Consonant’ or ‘Trill’.
2) All four chorales
3) Part I until Lied I
4) Part III until Lied III
5) The transition from Part III to Part IV
6) Part IV until Lied IV
7) Part V until Lied V, giving special attention to the glissandi and rotations
8) Part VI

Group rehearsals and rehearsals without soloists
Lied I: special attention for the sopranos, altos, tenors and basses without 
soloists (A4, S6 and A5)
Part II: Choirs I, II and III may be rehearsed separately
Lied II: tutti without soloist B3
Lied III: tutti without quintet (Choir III)
Lied IV: tutti without soloists (S5, A4 and B4)
Part V: Choir II and Choir III, glissandi on pp. 200-204
Lied V: tutti without T3
Part VI: Choir II

Soloists
Lied I: A4 solo, ‘accompanied’ by S6 and A5
Lied II: B3 solo, ‘accompanied’ by B1 and B2
Lied III: quintet solo (Choir III)
Lied IV: S5, ‘accompanied’ by A4 and B4
Lied V: T3 solo
Recitative from Part II for T3, accompanied by Choir III
Recitative and Aria from Part II for S5 accompanied by B3, B4 and B5

q:      voiceless q:      voiceless 
(voice on)

qq
(voice off)

?q+&e
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[i] 
[y]
[I]
[e]  
[4]
[@] 
[E] 
[û] 
[a] 
[A]
[O]
[ö]
[o] 
[u] 
[{]

si (French), wie (German) 
lune (Fr.), über (Ger. )
bit
See (Ger.), l’année (Fr.)
peu (Fr.), schön (Ger.)
about (‘neutral vowel’ or ‘schwa’)
maître (Fr.), hek (Dutch)
œuf (Fr.), zwölf (Ger.)
Tat (Ger.), patte (Fr.)
calm, (Dutch: dak)
Gott (Ger.), fort (Fr.)
Love
beau (Fr.), wohl (Ger.)
tout (Fr.)
back

sum
sun
song

[m]
[n]
[Î]

\

[t]

[¿]

[Ô]

[H]

Kissing sound (Bilabial, voiceless) (p. 116)

Dentalveolar click, inverse of [t]
Tap-suction sound with the tip of the tongue (Apex)

Lateral suction sound: click with one or both sides of the Lateral suction sound: click with one or both sides of the Lateral suction sound: click with one or both sides of
tongue. Start this articulation with the tongue in the same
position as for [t], but after, or during, the ‘sucking’ motion
of the tongue-centre suddenly pull away the sides of 
the tongue (not the tip, which does not move) from the 
molar teeth.

“Zungenschnalzer”: retrofl ex fl ap sound. Start with the 
tongue-tip curled well back, then let it shoot forwards 
and downwards, lightly striking the prepalatal arch, just 
behind the alveolar ridge, on the way down.

Suppressed laughter.
Defi nition: A controllable series of (or a wave of) spas-
modic, breathy-voiced sounds, with an half-open or 
closed mouth, expressing subdued mirth. It should be a 
contagious laughter, however. (p. 114 and further)

Inhale/exhale very intensively and audibly.

Sobbing (voiceless) on inhaling especially through the 
nose.

Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Postalveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal

Nasal m n Î

Stop p t c k q ?

Fricative F f            v T      D s        z S            Z C       ê x       å X É           ¿ h      È

Approximant V j

Lateral l

Trill r

Nasal

Stop1

[p]
[t]
[c]2

[k]
[q]
[?]

pay
tie
qui (Fr.)
coal
(voiceless uvular stop)
(glottal stop/glottalic initialization)

Fricative

PHONETIC SYMBOLS
1. Vowels 2. Consonants

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a voiced consonant

I
 é   õ

@

Æ

 Front                   Central              Back
í  u

æ  o

5  O

A  Á

   i  y

  e   4

  E   û

   a  Ï

High

High-mid

Low-mid

Low
{

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to 
the right represents a rounded vowel

(when blowing out a candle)
fi ne
vine
thing
this
see
zeal
she

measure
ich (Ger.)
voiced [C]

ach (Ger.)
voiced [x]

lachen (Dutch)
(voiceless pharyngal sound)
voiced pharyngal sound; ‘gag’ refl ex, no turbulant hiss (p. 33)
hat (voiceless glottal fricative)
perhaps (breathy voiced glottal fricative)
[È] is modifi ed in three ways (see ‘diacritics’) : [H] ‘suppressd 
laughter’, [A2] ‘creaky voice’ and [H1] ‘compressed sound’

[Z]
[C]
[ê]
[x]
[å]
[X]
[É]
[¿]
[h]
[È]

[F] 
[f]
[v]
[T]
[D]
[s]
[z]
[S]

Approximant

Lateral

Trill

[V]
[j]

[l]

[r]

wandern (Ger.)
you

light

raro (Italian)

[m] with a strong nasal release, part of ‘suppressed 
laughter’ (p. 113 and further)

(Subscript tilde) Creaky voice is produced with tight vocal 
folds in the low end of the voice range. Only a small part 
of the vocal folds is vibrating. It allows the listener to 
perceive the opening actions of the vocal folds as sepa-
rate events.

An exaggerated version of the voiced glottal fricative 
[È] and ‘creaky voice’: almost closed glottis, compressed 
sound, resulting in a rising pitch. Its limit is the glottal 
stop. Avoid coughing, which is already a stop!

3. Clicks and other sounds

[m=]

[A2]

Prepare a simultaneous articulation of a stop/click and 
the vowel. When the blockage is removed, the com-
pressed air, trapped between complete glottal closure 
(’) and the stop/click, bursts out in a small explosion. 
At once the escaping air is colored by the vowel, ar-
ticulated as best one can.
This effect is also prescribed for the fricatives [f] and 
[s] (e.g. [fo’]). These fricatives should be performed as 
if they were stop-plosives!

Pulmonic, simultaneous articulation (The fricative 
should be continued and colored as indicated by the 
vowel.)

Non-pulmonic (closed glottis), simultaneous articula-
tion (See above) (Score p. 2 and further)

Pulmonic, successive articulation (Fast release of the 
attack-f to be followed by the vowel sound.)

Stricktly speaking this notation is contradictory, then 
some air from the longues is necessary. As said before, 
however, these ‘blocked’ vowels should be performed 
as if they were a stop-plosives. See [fo’] and [’]. (Score 
p. 2 or 154 and further)

1. Stops are always to be executed with closed glottis (’)
2. [c] is notated instead of the IPA symbol [ḱ] (Advanced k)

REFERENCES
Handbook of the International Phonetic Association. A guide to the use of 
the International Phonetic Alphabet, Cambridge, 1999

Catford J.C.: A Practical Introduction to Phonetics, Oxford, 1988

Vennard, William: Singing the Mechanism and the Technic, New York, 1967

[H1]

5. Combined articulations
Colored stop-plosives:

[ty’]

Fricatives:

[fo]

[fo’]

[fo]

[fo’]
4. Diacritics

q                   qq                   q                   q

qq

sob.

The consonants with this comma are always to be 
executed with closed glottis. See 5. (Score p. 70 and 
further)
Vowels with this comma are to be executed with glot-
talic pressure articulation/initiation, like staccato notes talic pressure articulation/initiation, like staccato notes talic pressure articulation/initiation
with narrow glottis and as if they were stop-plosives. 
(Score p. 2 or 33 and further)
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